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Abstract
We reported for polyacetylene chains containing N = 6, 10, 20 carbon atomsmaking bridgeswith gold electrodeswhich exhibit
linear and nonlinear current/voltage signatures. The non-equilibrium quantum transport calculations are obtained from (1)
low-voltage regime of 0–0.1V and (2) high-voltage regime of 0–1.0V. The nonlinear current/voltage behavior for high-voltage
regime 0–1.0V suggests that the system can operate as follows: (1) at 0.27V there is a resonance captured by the I–V plot;
(2) from 0.42 to 0.65V a plateau is reached presenting a field effect transistor behavior; (3) there is a decrease in conductance
from 0.66V, and a negative differential resonance emerges with minimum value of 0.72V. The linear I–V behavior will be
reviewed, and we discuss the destructive quantum interference status. The effect occurs when we analyze the (1) low-voltage
regime, and our results show that the conductance in oscillations maximizes the impact of quantum interferences (QI) on the
I–V curve. In the present work, we demonstrate that QI in nanowire molecules is intimately related to the topology of the
molecule’s π system and establish the existence of QI-induced transmission antiresonances when different voltage regimes
are triggered.

Keywords Polyacetylene · Field effect transistor (FET) · Low bias · High bias · Quantum interference · Destructive

1 Introduction

The use of conjugate polymers [1,2] as the conductive mate-
rial and their potential as an electronic circuit element with
nonlinear current–voltage characteristics at the nanoscale are
well reported in the literature: these molecular wires are
widely investigated in the study of transport properties at
the single molecule [3,4].

Previous studies have shown that conjugated polymers
may be conductors or semiconductors when doped [5]. Iso-
electronic polymers such as polyethylene, polyamines and
polyazomethine in neutral states and bipolaron are theoret-
ically investigated in the ground and excited states show-
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ing high conductivity in unconventional one-dimensional
devices [6].

Consistent theoretical models [7] that explore the char-
acteristics of electronic transport in metal–molecule–metal
devices are widely used. For the case of trans-polyacetylene
coupled to two aluminum electrodes, it was possible to
capture all the physical characteristics that appear in the
transmittance curves [8].On the other hand,wemust take into
account the effects of quantum interference in the electronic
transport due to several directions of excitation along the
single molecule [9,10]. It is the case of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAHs) with multiple benzene rings coupled to
polyenic chains with two possible cis-trans configurations in
which the conductance depends on the point of contact in the
loop and the configuration “cis” has destructive interference
and “trans” constructive interference [11].

T-shaped and cyclic molecules qualitatively exhibit quan-
tum interference (QI) more evidently in their transmission
spectra [12].

Recently, features of the quantum interference were used
to interpret the electron transport behavior in specific con-
jugate molecules [13] and even the appearance of QI in
linear systems (1-D) [14] is responsible for QI signatures
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Fig. 1 Conjugated polymers geometric model for three operations
zones: a the first zone—containing 6 carbon atoms, b the second zone—
intermediate with a polymer chain composed of 10 carbon atoms and

c the third zone—presenting 20 carbon atoms in its structure. d, e and
f have the molecular orbital in the region of HOMO and LUMO under
the null voltage of the devices, respectively

thus explaining theCoulombblockage inmolecular junctions
[15] and the influence due to the geometry of the electrodes
[16].

We have obtained the transport properties for a series of
one-dimensional structures (1D) and have even quantities of
carbon atoms starting with six (6), ten (10) and twenty (20)
atoms in a single molecule (Fig. 1).

The stability of the chain with respect to single- and
double-bond alternation is ensured by the sulfur atombelong-
ing to the thiol group (–SH) connected at its ends forming
a bridge with gold electrodes. In addition, the thiol-capped
chains make a strong chemisorptions bond onto the metallic
electrodes [17–23].

These devices are subject to two conditions:

(a) first at low voltages ranging from 0 to 0.1V;
(b) and second at high voltages from 0 to 1.0V.

The influence of the voltage parameters on the I–V charac-
teristic is sensitive to quantum interference effects obtained
in the (a) low voltage and is insured due to antiresonance in
the transmission spectrum. In (b) high-voltage regime, we
observe resonance tunneling-type conduction (Fig. 2) at this
case the resonance takes to the current increase operating
with similarity of Field Effect Transistor (FET) [24].

As a reference, we compare the electric characteristic
result for (a) and (b) conditions and we focus on over a
voltage 0 to 0.1V for the low-voltage regime and for range
0 < V < 0.1 V inside high-voltage regime.

We find characteristic of the electronic transport qualita-
tively different as the molecule is submitted to low and high
voltage, highlight the absence or presence of quantum inter-
ference.

2 Materials andmethods

The electronic transport properties were investigated by
means of calculations based in the non-equilibrium Green’s
function (NEGF) method combined with the extended
Hückel theory (EHT), a semi-empirical approach to the elec-
tron transport model.

Quantum interference has been predicted in the charac-
teristic transmission of Huckel models designed to represent
molecular systems [9,10,15,25,26].

The chains were optimized via the Extended Huckel
method [27] on a free thiol group at an electronic temperature
of 300 K and energy values obtained very close to the physi-
cal energies at 0 K. Although not the physical temperature of
the system, the integration method for the Brillouin zone in
metals proposed by Methfessel and Paxton [28] guarantees
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an exponential convergence. To ensure optimal performance,
the choice of polymers with higher homogeneity, stability,
better organization of the chains, reproducibility and higher
conductivity values were taken into account in this study.

The second part is the calculation of the transport proper-
ties of the optimized molecule being positioned perpendic-
ularly between two fcc electrodes oriented along the (100)
direction in a gold tip scanning tunneling microscope (STM)
[29].

Where the surfaces of the upper atom (Au) at the STM
point are connected at fixed distance by connecting the atom
(Au) and (S) at a distance of 2.45A◦.

Using the Green’s functions of non-equilibrium and the
Landauer–Büttiker equation [30,31] to calculate the current
through the molecular junction being described as a function
of the applied polarization given by:

ILR (V ) = 2e

h

+∞∫

−∞
dεTLR (ε) [ f (ε − εL) − f (ε − εR)] . (1)

where ε is the energy of scattering states from the electrodes,
f (ε − εL) and f (ε − εR) denote Fermi distributions. The
TLR (ε) for the (left–right) electrode is the electron transmis-
sion probability incident to an energy ε through the device
under the potential V bias. The difference between the elec-
trochemical potentials in the left and right electrodes can
be written as εL − εR = eV , were εL = EF + eV

2 and
εR = EF − eV

2 , respectively. To define the probability of
electron transmission through the device starting from the
left electrode (L) to the right (R) as a function of energy,
we have obtained the transmission function T (E, V ) by an
expression given by:

T (E) = Tr
[
ΓLGΓRG

+] ; (2)

T (E) is the total transmission and is a function applied
to each power system level with G and G+ as the latest
and advanced Green functions, respectively, describing the
dynamics of electrons in the scattering region in which we
analyze the influence of quantum interference phenomenon
on the transport for the devices subjected to low and high
voltages.

This methodology proved to be highly reliable in calculat-
ing the current–voltage characteristics, transmittance and the
differential conductance of the system describing the trans-
port properties of electronic devices for single molecules
[30].

3 Results and discussion

Figure 2a shows the I–V curve in the high-voltage regime
for the 6-carbon chain. A linear relationship is verified at
0 < V < 0.26. For 0.26 < V < 0.41, the device does not
linearly depend on the voltage, so at 0.42 < V < 0.65 we
obtain a design of a FET device and a negative differential
resonance emerges with a minimum value of 0.72V.

Experimentally, Kyoungja Seo and Hyoyoung Lee [32]
demonstrated electron transport changes in alkanethiol
molecular junctions for voltage up to 0.6V. However, in our
work we obtained NDR for window larger than 0.7V.

Figure 2a has a similar characteristic as regular FET
devices. The conduction behavior for different chain sizes
implies in the charge mobility through the overlapping of
π-orbitals [33]. Demonstrating that single molecules can
work as reproducible circuit elements [34] with regions of
charge accumulation and/or depletion reached by external
bias [35].

Also for high voltage, the inset in Fig. 2a shows the same
current in the linear region at the limit of 0 < V < 0.1V.

In Fig. 2b, the I–V curve is obtained under the low-voltage
regime, i.e. the system is subjected to a new voltage ranging
from 0 to 0.1V, the black ellipses indicate the occurrence
of quantum interference within of the linear regime for low
voltage.

Finally, in Fig. 2c we compared the inset of Fig. 2a in the
high-voltage regime with the calculated low-voltage current
of Fig. 2b.

We note the inset in Fig. 2c where clearly the destructive
quantum interference on the low-voltage I–V curve is indi-
cated by an ellipse and shows the difference in the transport
characteristic according to the voltage regime at which the
system is subject.

Figure 3a–f displays plots of the current I–V and conduc-
tance G–V chains for N = 6, 10 and 20 carbons revealing
dramatic differences.

The transport efficiency depends on parameters such as
the molecular length already observed experimentally [36],
the transport is dominated by high levels of transmission in
π-type conjugated molecules [37].

In fact, the conductance increases in the short-chain sys-
tem and decreases for larger chains, in Fig. 3a the higher
conductance was observed when compared with Fig. 3c and
e, this performance is identical for two distinct regimes: low
voltages ranging from 0 to 0.1V and then at higher voltages,
from 0 < V < 0.1V.

The theoretical and experimental results for quantum
transport within the linear regime are of the direct tunneling
type and are in accordance with a low electric bias (< 0.5 V)

[38].
In the linear regime, the current tends to become unstable

with increasing V . Correspondingly, a numerical differential
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Fig. 2 In a the curve of the current under high voltage (0–1.0) for the
chain containing 6 carbon atoms shown in solid line in red with a high-
voltage curve inset within the linear range (0 < V < 0.1V). In b, we
calculated the I–V in the linear range (0 < V < 0.1V) for low voltage
(black dotted line). In c, we will have the destructive quantum interfer-

ence on the I–V curve indicated by a black ellipse in the low-voltage
curve (dotted linewith red)with an insert displaying the specific interval
of occurrence of the phenomenon of destructive quantum interference
(Color figure online)

conductance exhibits considerable fluctuations of magnitude
in low-voltage regimes showing the sensitivity in the three
chains investigated Fig. 3b, d and f.

Particularly, the number of oscillations in G–V for low
voltage is clearly attributed to the antiresonance phenomena
when the conducting channel is blocked by backscattering.
However, in the high-voltage regime this fluctuation spec-
trum is not manifested.

The transmission functions for 6, 10 and 20 carbon chains
have similar shapes in the region near the Fermi level. In
this region, the transport of electrons is dominant, where
the mechanism can be interpreted in terms of transmission
spectrum and spatial distribution of the molecular orbital’s
frontier shown in Fig. 1d, e and f [39].

In the following, the T (E, V ) transmission is shown
whichmay give us a clear understanding of the electron trans-
port behavior and the respective contour map illustrating the
transmission peaks and QI signatures: (Figs. 4, 5 and 6).

In Fig. 4a at the high-voltage (0 < V < 0.1V) transmis-
sion channel around the Fermi level is increasing tightly for
the entire voltage range.Next the T (E, V )spectrum inFig. 5a
shows the transmission appearing at around the Fermi level
from −0.8 to 0.5 energy range and near EF at 0.8V.

In Fig. 6a, the transmission coefficient appears below
Fermi EF energy; as a consequence, the current curve is
smaller.

We complement these findingswith transmissionmap 2-D
Figs. 4b, 5b and 6b.
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Fig. 3 The I–V characteristics for molecular chains with N =
6, 10 and 20 carbons are shown in (a), (c) and (e). Note that the
low-voltage curves (shown in dotted black) and high-voltage curves
(represented by a red dotted line) have insets indicating the phenomenon
of quantum interference indicated by a black dotted ellipse. In b, d and

f, we have the conductance at low voltage (solid line in black) and high
voltage (solid line in red) with localized oscillations visible in low-
voltage curves around 0.035 < V < 0.055 and 0.075 < V < 0.095 V
(Color figure online)

The results of T (E, V ) in low-voltage regimes are pre-
sented in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, and they are in general rather
similar to those of in high-voltage regimes.

In Fig. 7a, the high transmission channel closes the Fermi
level for the whole voltage range and the current increases.
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Fig. 4 In a, the 3-D graph illustrating the transmission spectrum as
a function of energy and voltage, T (E, V ) illustrates the energy band
with no destructive quantum interference with a black dotted arrow,

while in b the respective 2-D map contour and the inset conductance
graphic in the color red for the chain containing 6 carbon atoms (Color
figure online)

Fig. 5 In a, the 3-D graph illustrating the transmission as a function of
energy and voltage T (E, V ) with a black dotted arrow illustrates the
energy band with no destructive quantum interference, while in b the

respective 2-D map contour and the inset conductance graphic in the
color red for the chain containing 10 carbon atoms (Color figure online)

Fig. 6 In a, the 3-D graph illustrating the transmission as a function of
energy and voltage T (E, V ) with a black dotted arrow illustrates the
energy band with no destructive quantum interference, while in b the

respective 2-D map contour and the inset conductance graphic are in
the color red for the chain containing 20 carbon atoms (Color figure
online)
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Fig. 7 In a, a 3-D graph illustrating the transmission T (E, V ) with
a dotted arrow shows local destructive quantum interference, while at
Fig. 3, the bottom panel of the 2-D map contour with miniature con-
ductance graphic in red color with dotted arrows illustrates the range

of voltage, and energy with destructive quantum interference is demar-
cated by a dotted ellipse in black color for the chain containing 6 carbon
atoms with destructive quantum interference in turn of the 0.013, 0.035
and 0.075 V for a energy −1.0 eV level (Color figure online)

Fig. 8 In a, a 3-D graph illustrating the transmission T (E, V ) with a
dotted arrow shows local destructive quantum interference, while in b
the bottom panel of the 2-D map contour with miniature conductance
graphic in red color with dotted arrows illustrating the range of voltage,

and energy with destructive quantum interference is demarcated by a
dotted ellipse in black color for the chain containing 10 carbon atoms
with destructive quantum interference in turn of the 0.035 and 0.075 V
for a −1.0 eV energy level (Color figure online)

The transmission spectrum in Fig. 8a appears at around
the Fermi from a −1.0 to 1.0 eV energy range the newly
opened channels move the bias window.

In Fig. 9a shows that the N = 20 elongation has influ-
ence on the transmission peaks above the Fermi level and
contributed to the quantum scattering in the voltage ranges
0.035 and 0.075 V for the energy level 1.25 eV.

Results in lowvoltage in Fig. 7a for a−1.0eVenergy level
and ranging from 0.035 < V < 0.055 and 0.075 < V <

0.095 V show the transmission peak is rapidly suppressed.
In Fig. 8a, the transmission peak is suppressed in the same

bias voltage at a −1.0 to −0.8 eV energy range.
The transport in Fig. 9a for level energy LUMOs 1.5 at

1.0 eV contributes to transport, and again the transmission
peak is suppressed at about 1.25 eV. Thus, the antiresonance

reduces the transmission probability leading to the appear-
ance of oscillations detected in the G–V curve [see New
Fig. 3b, d and f].

In the 2-D map we indicated the regions in which the
destructive quantum interference is notorious and these oscil-
lations inG–Vcurve are related to the transmittance spectrum
of Figs. 7, 8 and 9.

In general, this result suggests that the transmittance in
low-bias regime of 0–0.1V, the energy of the electron trans-
port is close to the energy of the molecular level and the
electron wave is trapped in the levels reflecting front and
back between the junctions in such a manner as to produce
destructive interference for specific voltages.

These findings agree very well with the electrical ten-
sion as an important energy scale for the dynamics, where
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Fig. 9 In a, a 3-D graph illustrating the transmission T (E, V ) with a
dotted arrow shows local destructive quantum interference, while at b
the bottom panel of the 2-D map contour with miniature conductance
graphic in red color with dotted arrows illustrating the range of voltage,

and energy with destructive quantum interference is demarcated by a
dotted ellipse in black color for the chain containing 20 carbon atoms
with destructive quantum interference in turn of the 0.035 and 0.075 V
for 1.25 eV energy level (Color figure online)

the oscillations appear and that can be originated due to the
short relaxation time of the molecule coming accompanied
by oscillatory behavior [40].

4 Conclusion

In this work, electron transport is shown to bemostly ballistic
even at low voltages of 0–0.1V. The non-equilibriumGreen’s
function method coupled with the extended Hückel theory
(EHT) has been used to calculate the electronic transport in
order to investigate the relationship between the line shape
of the conductance spectra and the length of the molecule
chains.

The QI features in the transmission spectra, such as
antiresonance, could be detected using the simple steps in
window bias for low in of 0–0.1V. The destructive interfer-
ence disappears in the range to 0 < V < 0.1V; however, for
larger voltages a FET without gate is characterized (i.e., only
one operational window).

The analysis of the principal oscillations present in the
calculated transmission spectra reveals that the electron
transport changes in alkanethiol demonstrated quantum inter-
ference phenomena.

This resultswill help to understand the essential physics of
the quantumeffects of ballistic conductionpresent inmolecu-
lar wires, as well as the parameters responsible for producing
or contributing to the appearance (arising) of destructive
quantum interference under low-voltage regime of 0–0.1V.

The experimental result reported suggests the use of
quantum oscillations as a valuable molecular signature for
single-molecule identification for example, via electric cur-
rent noise [41]. For low voltages, the almost ballistic nature

of electron transport can be explained by considering the
effects of the elastic and/or inelastic processes that occur in
the transmission of electrons through single atom bonds and
molecules.
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